
 

 

  
 
 

 
Course syllabus 

 

 
Humans and the Environment (7,5 ECTS credits) 
 
 
Level: 1st cycle 
Course ID: 0320 
 
Admission requirements 
General admission requirements for university studies. The course is a freestanding course. 
 
Educational goals 
After completing the course, students are expected to be able to: 
 

● Identify and describe personal, spiritual, and communal relationships between humans 
and the environment. 

● Examine environmental ethics in various contexts. 
● Develop a strategy to identify problems and solutions in the context of environmental 

ethics applied to their own situation. 
● Articulate and evaluate examples of sustainable action. 
● Develop a strategy to combine philosophical thought with environmental psychology to 

design a practice project. 
 
Course content 
The course contains four modules whereof the first module discusses ethical questions concerning 
sustainability. The second module deals with examples of sustainable action and psychology of 
environmental protection. The third module serves as preparation for the practice project, as 
story-writing and the power of stories for sustainable action is introduced. The practice project is 
conducted in the fourth module; the course content is put into practice and the outcomes are 
evaluated and discussed. 
 
Teaching and examination 
Weekly evaluation of discussions and assignments. 
 
In week 1-8 students can earn 10 points per week; in week 9-10 they can earn up to 20 points for 
the practice project (100 points in total for the whole course). The grades are distributed in 
accordance with the total number of points (90 to 100 for A, 80 to 89 for B, etc.). 
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A selection of further articles and book chapters provided digitally at the start of the course for a 
total of around 100 pages. 
 
 
See also ”Kursplaner: allmänna bestämmelser” (Course plans: General rules) 
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